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1 Introduction

IDAX Support is a software for calibration of the IDAX as well as offering an easy way of
upgrading the firmware (internal software). Calibration is an important factor to ensure
accurate results and upgrading the firmware will be necessary from time to time to be able to
benefit from new functions in both firmware and the IDAX Software for Windows.

1.1 Installation

§ The installation software for IDAX Support is delivered as a file using:
§ USB stick
§ CD
§ Email attachment

§ Locate the program file IDAX Support
§ Start the installation program by double clicking on the installation file and follow the

instruction to install the software.
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2 Update Firmware

The firmware is the internal software of the IDAX unit. This describes the procedure to update
the firmware in the IDAX unit.

Connect the USB cable to the IDAX system and turn on the IDAX. Start the IDAX Support
software. The IDAX should be detected automatically. If not, make sure the cable is connected
and press "Detect instruments".

In the maintenance tab you can update the firmware of your IDAX. Click the "Update
firmware..." button and
§ Select what file to use for the update
§ Switch off the IDAX when prompted by the software and wait at least 5 seconds
§ Turn on the IDAX. Now your selected file will be uploaded to the IDAX
§ Wait for the upload to finish
§ Turn off the IDAX when prompted by the software and wait at least 5 seconds
§ Turn on the IDAX again and wait for it to restore backed up calibration files
§ The new FW version should now be presented in the Maintenance tab

It is important that you do not turn off
the IDAX during the programming
sequence. Doing so may result in a
non-working unit.

The back-up files will be located in My Documents\IdaxSupport and be named Cal_backup
followed by a number and the current date.
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3 Calibration

3.1 General

The IDAX system presents result derived from measured voltage and current. Therefore, the
IDAX system should mainly be calibrated with voltage and current standards.

Calibration of the IDAX system is performed using an external CAL 300 box containing
impedance references. The system should be calibrated against the calibration box on a regular
basis. We recommend at least every 12 months. If the system is used and stored outside certain
temperature/moisture limits, more frequent calibration is recommended.

The system may also require more frequent calibration to compensate for exposure to
temperature gradients during measurement work, or if the calibration temperature differs too
much from the ambient temperature. Using the external calibration box for calibration of the
system makes it possible to always have a calibrated system which eliminates the need to send
the whole system away for calibration. The only thing that needs to be sent away is the
external CAL 300 box. It is recommended to calibrate the box every two years.

There are two options regarding calibration of IDAX:
§ The IDAX unit can be sent to Megger for calibration
§ Calibration can be performed by the customer using the optional CAL 300.

The second option means that the IDAX instrument is available since it does not need to be sent
away for calibration. The calibration procedure is easy to perform using the optional
Calibration Set, which consists of:
§ CAL 300 calibration Box
§ Calibration Software
§ Cables and connectors
§ User's Manual
To perform the calibration you will also need a digital multi meter. We recommend Agilent
34401A or Fluke 8845A.

The only thing that needs to be sent away is the CAL 300 and calibration of the CAL 300 can be
performed by any local accredited laboratory or testing facility handling test and measure
instruments.

3.2 Calibration Procedure

The following procedure must be performed in order to calibrate the IDAX system.

1. Start the IDAX system and let the temperature stabilize for some time, approx. 10 minutes.
2. Start the IDAX Support software
3. Connect the CAL 300 to the IDAX, see figure below.
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4. Select the Calibration tab (default), see figure below.

5. Select calibration mode in the drop down box. When doing a standard calibration choose
"Full Calibration".

Click the "Start calibration" button.
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If no values have been entered for the CAL 300 Calibration Box you will be asked to enter the
Calbox values before you can proceed with the calibration. See 3.3 Calbox Values.

The system is now ready for the calibration procedure. The calibration tasks can be seen in the
list. The total time for a calibration will be approximately 30 minutes.

The procedure will be as follows:

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Voltage R3 R3
R1 (several minutes) R4 R4
R4 R5 R5

R6 R6
R7
R8 (several minutes)

If the unit is equipped with two simultaneous channels (see label on the back panel), Phase 2
and 3 will be repeated.
When the calibration procedure is finished, the software will ask the operator “Save to
instrument” and when choosing Yes, the new calibration data will be stored in the IDAX 300.

During the calibration the software will instruct the operator connect the CAL 300 in different
ways. Just follow text and graphic instructions.

Note!
If calibration process fails or is interrupted the previous settings are restored.

A simple calibration log is generated for each calibration. Use the "Save log as..." link to save
the file.

If the calibration fails on any point, you will get an error message.
You will be given a choice to try to perform the calibration again or to stop the calibration
procedure. If the problem remains; contact Megger.
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3.3 Edit Calbox Values

It is possible to edit the values for the CAL 300 box manually. By using the "Open..." and "Save
as..." links it is also possible to save and load values.
Enter the values as measured. If a value is out of limits the field will be yellow, thus avoiding
unnecessary mistakes. If a value is unreadable, i.e. not a number, the field will be red.

3.4 Calibration Report

During calibration a report will be generated that will be saved in My Documents\IdaxSupport.
The report files are ordinary text files that can be opened using Notepad, Word or other
suitable software. The calibration report files use a file name format using the IDAX serial
number and date and time for the calibration.

3.5 Verification

After finished upgrade and/or calibration, the operator can verify the IDAX system by making a
measurement using the three capacitors on the CAL 300.

Do a simple capacitor test by following the procedure below:
§ Mark Quick Test, click File, New, Object, Browse, chose General Specimen, state name e.g.

CAL300
§ Mark CAL300, chose File, New, New Measurement Sequence, state name, e.g. C1 (SW will

suggest date + name as directory)
§ Under the directory, there will be three files; chose General Sweep, UST1, set Stop frequency

to e.g. 1 Hz and press Start
§ The result will be found under the 50 Hz Data tab

The measured capacitances should be within specified limits, see CAL 300 Calibration Certificate
for accurate capacitance for each capacitor.

C1 100 pF +/- 0.1 %, +/- 1 pF
C2 1 nF +/- 0.1 %, +/- 1 pF
C3 10 nF +/- 0.1 %, +/- 1 pF
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